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SIMULATION AND EVALUATION OF THE SH-2F HELICOPTER IN A
SHIPBOARD ENVIRONMENT USING THE INTERCHANGEABLE
CAB SYSTEM
Clyde H. Paulk, Jr., David L. Astill, and Shawn T. Donley*
Ames Research Center
• SU__._ARY
" The operation of the SH-2F helicopter from the decks of small ships in adverse
weather has been simulated using a large-amplltude vertlcal-motlon slmulator, a wide-
angle computer-generated-lmagery visual system, and an interchangeable cab (ICAB).
This report describes the simulation facility, the mathematlcal programs, and the
validation method used tu ensure simulation fidelity. The results show the simulator
to be a useful tool in simulating the shlp-landlng problem. Characteristics of the
ICAB system and ways in which the slmulation can be improved are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of future naval hellcopters will be strongly influenced by
their ability to operate from small ships in adverse weather. The presont fleet capa-
bility for helicopter tactical operations is limited by low vislbillty, _hlp motion,
and airwake turbulence. Operational capability is further reduced by a high pilot
workload resulting from aircraft control/display deficiencies. The current operating
minima are 0.5-mile visibility, obscure ceillng, and sea-state 3.
Ames Research Center has been assisting the Naval Air Systems Command in explor-
ing solutions to this problem. The objective of this effort is to develop and demon-
strafe the feasibility of techniques for safe and consistent operations of Navy and
Marine Corp hovering aircraft from small ships under conditions as severe as obscure
telling, 700-ft forward visibility, and sea-state 5, as well as from austere land
sites. The operations include takeoff, approach, hover, and landlng with both fixed-
wing, vertlcal and short takeoff and landlng (VSTOL) and rotary-wlng aircraft.
To achieve this goal, the Navy is considering the applicatlon of advances in
multiple technical dlsclpllnes, including fllght controls and dlsplays, landlng
• guidance sensors, vlsual landing aids, pilotlng techniques, and deck securing/
traversing techniques. The approach includes advanced developments in each of these
technlcal disciplines, integration and concept validatlon through piloted simulation,
and feasibility demonstrations in dedicated helicopter and VSTOL test-bed aircraft.
To achieve the program goal for hellcopter operations, a new simulator facility
at Ames was used. Major characteristics of the simulation facility are a wlde-angle, '_
computer-generated-lmagery visual system, an interchangeable cab system, and a large-
. . .
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amplitude vertical-motion _ystem. The aircraft simulated was a Kaman SH-2F hellcoptez
which is currently deployed from the decks of small destroyers and escort ships.
This report describes the simulation facility, the mathematical models pro-
grammed, and the validation method used to ensure simulation fidelity, and presents
some of the simulation results. Emphasis was on validating and evaluatin_ the ability
of the simulator system to perform helicopter approach and landin s in the shipboard
environment under adverse weather conditions.
SH-2F HELICOPTER CHARACTERISTICS
SH-2F Description
The SH-2F helicopter (ref. I) is configured to meet the U.S. Navy requlreme_t
for a Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS). This system extends the search and
attack capabilities of destroyers and escort vessels by deploying hel_copters directly
from the decks of these ships. The two primary missions of the SH-2F (fig. I) are
antlsubmarine warfare (ASW) and antlshlp surveillance and targeting (ASST). The hell-
copter may also be used for such missions as search and rescue, observation, recon-
nalssance, and transportation of Internal and external cargo. It is manufactured by
Kaman Aerospace Corp., Bloomfleld, Conn.
The SH-2F helicopter has a single main rotor, an antltorque tail rotor, and is
powered by two turboshaft engines. The rotor mast is tilted forward and to the left
to provide the SH-2F with a wlngs-level hover capability. Because of the mast tilt,
the SH-2F exhibits unconventional inherent sideslip characteristics throughout its
fllght envelope.
Cyclic and collective pitch control is obtained through servo-driven blade flaps
attached at the outboard trailing edge of each maln-rotor blade. Aerodynamic actloD
of the flaps changes the pitch (angle of attack) of the maln-rotor blades in response
to the pilot's operation of the cyclic and collective controls. The major portion of
the energy required to accomplish rotor-pitch changes is supplied by the aerod_mmlc
action of the blade flaps rather than by pilot applied force. Although the control
forces are light, the aircraft is equipped with irreversible hydraulic boost actuators
in all axes. An in-fllght blade-tracklng system automatically adjusts the tip path of
the maln-rotor blades. The pitch of the tail-rotor blades is controlled by the
directional pedals, which are mechanically linked to the tail-rotor pltch-changing
mechanism.
The SH-2F is equipped with limited authority automatic stabilization equipment
(ASE); has retractable main landing gear; and has a full- swivel, nonretractable tail
wheel. It is powered by two General Electric Model T58 turboshaft engines which are
mounted above the cabin. The engine fuel-control system automatically adjusts the
gas-generator speed to maintain the power-turblne speed within the governed rpm range
selected by the pilot.
Automatic Stabilization Equipment
The ASE of the SH-2F is designed to maintain automatically any airspeed, roll
attitude, or heading established by the pilot. In addition, the equipment can main-
tain altitude or ground speed or both. While the ASE is engaged, the pilot may
q
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maneuver the aircraft in any manner within its maneuvering capability. Upon comple-
tion of the maneuvers, the ASE will stabilize the aircraft in any airspeed, roll
attitude, or heading for which it was trin=ned. The equipment will operate througho_t
the alrcraft_b altitude and speed range, including hover. In turbulent air, the ASE
will restore the aircraft to its preset attitude and heading with a minimum overshoot.
The ASE may be engaged or disengaged at any time during level fllght without objec-
tionable disturbance, and the helicopter may be precisely trimmed while under ASE
control.
An ASE system block diagram is shown in figure 2. Heading signals come from the
c_pass system. ASE airspeed signals are furnished by two airspeed tranaducecs. One
• transducer is set tr low-alrspeed range (22 to 122 knots) and the other is set to a
hlgh-airspeed rang_ _ _ 2 to 182 knots). Altitude signals come from either the radar
or barom,trlc altimeter. Attitude information is provided by a vertical gyro in the
m
ASE sensor unit, which also controls the copilot's remote attitude indicator. The
pilot may, at any time, override the ASE by using the primary flight controls or the
trim switches.
A collective pltch-to-lateral-cycllc coupler utilizes the lateral-cycllc ASE
hydraulic servoactuator to provide the proper amount of lateral-cycllc rotor control
to eliminate the lateral trim change, when collective pitch is changed by the pilot.
This feature, incorporated into the SH-2F with the Model 101 rotor system, replaces a
mechanical collectlve-to-lateral crossfeed used in the earller SH-2D aircraft.
Signals from the ASE airspeed and the collectlve-stlck posltxon transducer are fed
into the lateral-cycllc hydraulic servo. The coupler circuitry produces proportional
coupling between collectlve-stlck position and lateral-cycllc-control input to the
rotor. This is further controlled by the airspeed signals to vary smoothly from no
coupllng at speeds below 22 knots to a maximum coupllng at a speed of 122 knots and
above. The coupler continues to operate whether the ASE is engaged or disengaged.
In addition, a control actuator accelerometer (cyclic bobwelght) is located on
the left side of the ASE control actuator. When the helicopter is flying with the
hydraulic boost actuator on, the accelerometer senses vertical acceleration and
introduces a proportional corrective signal to the longitudinal boost actuator. This
limits the nose-down pitching tendency associated with rapid lowering of the collec-
tlve. The cyclic bobwelght is inoperative below 40 knots.
The ASE operates through llmited-authorlty series hydraulic servos in pitch,
roll, and yaw, and through a full-authority, llmlted-rate, parallel hydraulic servo
in collective. In addition there are limlted-rate, full-authority, parallel electro-
mechanical trim servos in pitch, roll, and yaw. A complete description of the ASE is
given in reference 2.
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
Interchangeable Cab Facility
The simulation facility used for the SH-2F shipboard landing simulation was the , J
Interchangeable Cab System (ICAB). It consists of an interchangeable cab crew sta-
tion, a flxed-base laboratory arcs, dnd the vertical motion simulator (VMS). The ICAB
consists of a modular cab housing the pilot, instruments, displays, force-feel control
system, and a four-window computer-generated-imagery (CGI) visual dlsplay. The ICAB
(fig. 3) is modu]ar _o that the simulation can be built up, checked out, and validated
3 .
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in the flxed-base laboratory before being mounted on the VMS for motion experlments.
The fixed-base development station (fig. 4), consist_ of a work station for the
engineers and data recorders, and houses electronics for co_unication with the host
computers and the ICAB. The fixed-base ICAB configuration provides the pilot witn
all the cues required to fly the simulated aircraft, with the exception of motion and
sound.
Once the cab has been checked out in the flxed-hase area, about 4 hr are required
to move it and mount it on the VMS (fig. 5). The cab is then interfaced to the simu-
lation computers used in the fixed-base area for the motion tests.
The VMS motion generator consists of a synergistic hydraulic motion system
mounted on a moving platform with large vertical and lateral motion capabilities
(fig. 6). Vertical motion is the primary degree of freedom. Lateral-motion capabil-
ity is provided by a carriage that is driven across the vertlcal-drive platform. The
rotational and longitudinal motion are obtained with the synergistic six-legged
(hexapod) motion system.
The current operational VMS motion-generator performance envelope with the ICAB
is given in table 1. These peak motion-system capabilities are with a payload that
includes all hardware attached to the synergistic motion system with the weight and
moments of inertia defined in table 2. The moments of inertia are referenced to the
center of the top platform on the synergistic system.
A simplifled block diagram showing the computer configuration for the ICAB/VMS/
CGI simulator is shown in figure 7. The host computer was a Sigma series, real-tlme
digital computer interfaced through a logic pulse unit to a PDP 11/55 (a PDP 11/34 is
used in the Development Station). This computer receives data from the host computer
and distributes the data to the various remote input/output units (RIOU) which drive
the VMS motion system; the ICABcockpit, including control loaders; instruments and
displays; and the data-recording equipment. The four-wlndow visual system equipment
receives data directly from the Sigma computer, through a dlgltal-to-digital interface
called a computer input/output unit (CIOU). The direct digital transfer of data
between computers helps to minimize time delays in the visual-system scene being pre-
sented to the pilot. The actual CGI computations are performed by a Perkin/Elmer
digital computer.
Visual System
The premier feature of the simulator is the four-wlndow CGI visual system.
Designed for use with the ICAB system to perform basic studies on both helicopter and
VSTOL aircraft, the system provides the pilots with a wlde-angle fleld-of-vlew pres-
entation of the outside world. The CGI vlsual at Ames was funded by the Navy and is
a modification of the F-Ill system trainer orlglnally procured by the Air Force. To
make the system compatible with NASA's requirements, the F-Ill system was modified to
include a (I) fourth visual channel, (2) 1000-1ine vertlcally scanned CRT displays to
reduce horlzontal-line stalr-stepping, and (3) additional scenes in the data bases.
Some basic characteristic and capabilities of the CGI visual are
I. Real-time full-color imagery from a variety of data bases
2. Day/nlght takeoff and landing
4
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3. Destroyer and carrier operations
4. Nap-of-the-Earth flight
5. Reduced visibility and weather operations
The CGI system creates the scene by storing coordinates and numbers representing
the light values of the simulated world. This is referred to as the data base.
These are retrieved for any viewing point in this data base and the data used to
reconstruct the scene as it would be viewed from this point. The scene details are
then displayed to the pilot on a cathode ray tube (CRT) and collimated with a mirror
• beam-splitter. Smoothing and shading techniques are used to create imagery that is
convincingly realistic (ref. 3).
" In a simulation, the visual-system scene represents the outside world and the
field of view is the pilot's window to that world. Because certain parts of the out-
side scene are important to the accomplishment of the ship-landing task, the shape,
orientation and size of the field of view (FOV) can greatly influence the way the
pilot flies the simulated aircraft.
The FOV available to the pilot from the SH-2F is shown in figure 8 on a Hammer
equal-area projection of a sphere. From this perspective in the rlght-hand seat, the
pilot can look out the forward, quartering, and door windows and ou_ the copilot's
forward wiz.%ow. (Pilots often perform the actual shipboard landing with the door
open.) Superimposed over the available FOV is the arrangement of the four CRTs of the
CGI visual system. The three upper CRTs cover a lateral FOV from 65 ° left to
_i 70° right and a vertical FOV from about 8" up to 15" down. The fourth CRT expands the
• lateral viewing from 43 ° to 90° laterally and a look-down to 45°. The fourth window
represents the view the pilot would obtain when looking out his door during a ship
i_ landing. All plots assume binocular vision with the pilot's eye at the aircraft
design eye-point.
Two data bases were used in the simulation. The first was the so-called F-.II1
data base and the second was a DD-963 data base. The F-Ill data base contains land
area of about 400 square miles containing both geographical and man-made features
around the area of upstate New York. Most of the evaluation flying, however, was
done about an airport scene representing Plattsburg AFB in New York, which includes
landmarks such as a runway, hangars, control tower, water tower, and a VTOL pad. A
fleld-of-view montage of the runway scene as viewed from the SH-2F ICAB is shown in
figure 9.
The DD-963 data base contains a destroyer under way at sea. Special visual
effects were included to represent seastate, bow and stern wake, and ship motion.
Sea-textu=ing effects, such as whitecaps on waves, and details of the ship, such as
ladders and seams, were not present. A fleld-of-vlew montage of the destroyer scene
in the vicinity of the landing pad is shown in figure I0. Both data bases were
capable of being presented under four ambient light levels, daylight, dawn, dusk, and
night, and with varlable weather minima conditions. Deck edge, centerllne, extended
centerline dropline, and hovering lights were simulated.
J
I
SH-2F Simulated Cockpit
The cockpit setup (fig. II) for the SH-2F simulations provided the pilots with
the essential controls and instruments needed to fly the aircraft effectively.
u
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Instrument scan, control fe_1, manipulation, and system_ functions during normal
operations were r_nlistic. The instrument panel for the simulator is showll in fig-
ure 12. The instruments, although not identical to tho_e in tileaircraft, were in
most cases similar in size nnd location. The major exception was the attitude indi-
cator; the aircraft has a simple 4-in. instrument and the simulator had a 6-in.
instrument with flight-director capability and an expanded attitude scala.
The center console of the simulator (fig. 13) incorporated the engine control
and landinE-g_ar lovers. The remaining switches on the console were for control of
the simulator. The power lever and control switch in the simulator were configured
to match those of the SH-2F and incorporated the same function and switches in their
design. All of this attention to simulator detail was impoctant to the evaiuation
of the aircraft response and flying qualities.
SH-2F Control Characteristics and Control Loaders
The simulation of control feel is as important to simulation as it is to flight.
Aircraft designers have long recognized that control feel is an important part of the
overall handling qualities built into the aircraft. The SH-2F/ICAB simulator uses an
electro-hydraulic actuation device which provides the pilot a controller force-feel
simulation. The system consists of a four-axis set of cockpit controls (cyclic
stick, pedals, and collective) driven by integral rotary hydraulic actuators, valves,
transducers, and associated servo-control and funct1_n-generatlng electronics. The
loaders are interfaced to the central digltal computer through an analog computer in
which the SH-2F control characteristics are programmed.
A tabular summary of the SH-2F control charac_erlstlcs is given in table 3 where
the total travel, the breakout force, the force gradient, and the maximum deflection
force are given for each control. Note that for the 8H-2F, the force gradient on the
cyclic stick has two levels. For example the longitudinal cyclic has a high gradient
of 4.17 Ib/in. for deflections up to 0.25 in. and a lower gradient of 1.60 ib/in, for
deflections from 0.25 in. to 7.0 in. The lateral axis is similar. The control char-
acteristics listed are for cyclic pedals trimmed at their center of travel. The
SH-2F trim system employs trim motors which reposition the ends of the feel system
spring struts. Consequently. the neutral (zero-force) position and force gradients
around neutral are not modified by trim position. Average trim rates are 0.75 in./sec
(longitudinal), 0.75 in./sec (lateral), and 0.5 in./sec (pedals). The collective in
the SH-2F has a variable friction adjustment.
In addition to the longitudinal static-force characteristic, the SH-2F longitudi- ,
hal cyclic-force changes with load factor. Negative load factor produces a force
that tends to move the cyclic stick aft and vice versa. The steady-state gain is
7.3 Ib/8. The load-factor component is created by hydraulic forces in the bobwelght
servo and is additive with the static stick force.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
SH-2F Mathematical Model
A detailed discussion of the SF-2F mathematical model is beyond the scope of this
paper. The model contains a complete nonlinear representation of the SH-2F helicop-
ter, including all the aerodynamic characteristics of the main rotor, tvil rotor, and
6
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fuselage through a range of angles of attack and sideslip of ±180 ° . Also included are
representations of the primary flight controls, actuators, automatic stabilization
equipment, and the effects of winds and turbulence on the dynamics of the alrfram_.
The SH-2F mathematical model was developed by R. L. Nave (User's Manual for
SH-2F Helicopter Mathematical Model. Naval Air Development Center, report In prepar-
ation) from data originally supplied by the Naval Training Equ!pment Center for the
SH-2F Weapons System Training Simulator (ref. 4). The central element of the model is
the main rotor-blade flap-feather equations which were based on a _et of partial
' derivative algebraic equations developed by Mclntyre (ref. 5). Analysis by Nave has
indicated that these equations are very sensitive to the assumed aerodynamic proper-
- ties of the blade, which makes their predictive capability suspect. The mathematical
, model incorporated into the simulation corrects this deficiency.
One of the major problems in developing the SH-2F mathematical model was the lack
of fllght-test data on flap and feathering angles as a function of control inputs.
Since blade pitch is de_ermined by complex aerodynamic forces arising from serve-flap
deflection, and not simple swashplate angle, the rotor model was not straightforward.
Lack of good flap and feather data resulted in a situation in which rotor-model
improvements had to be made based on second-order (fuselage) response measurements.
Additional flight tests are required to obtain the rotor-system data.
The flight-control-posltion equations define the rotor-head control dlsplaccments
as a function of the appropriate cockpit flight-control displacements. The equations
7 are defined for the cockpit flight-control displacements expressed in terms of normal-
ized percentage of the full-control travel displacements for (I) the collectlve stick,
(2) the lateral cyclic stick, (3) the longitudinal cyclic stick, and (4) the yaw
pedals. Additional equations are included to define the serve-flap deflection angles.
! The deflections are defined for the control axis as the steady and harmonic cyclic
azimuth coefficients. The total flap deflection results from the simulation of the
cockpit displacements and the appropriate ASE actuator displacements. The mechanical
linkage of the control rods and the rotation of those linkages producing a mechanical
feedback from the blade flapping and pitching are included.
These equations define the serve-flap deflection which is the unique control
scheme of the Kaman serve-flap controlled rotor. It is the aerodynamic reaction of
the serve-flap that produces the blade-featherlng and flapping-control angles and
provides the full rotor-head control. Predominantly, it is the aerodynamic pitching
moment of the serve-flap that causes the maln-rotor blades to deflect torsionally.
The main-rotor simulation mathematical model defines the forces and moments
resulting from the aerodynamic characteristics of the rotating rotor. The major
parameters are those of rotor thrust, which maintains flight, and the power required
to rotate the rotor system. The main-rotor thrust is defined according to the stan-
dard helicopter-performance-determination equations based on the assumption of the
• linear lift-curve slope. This assumption permits use of an analytic closed-form
expression to define the radial and azimuthal integration of the incremental blade-
element forces without requiring real-time integration; the latter was not practical
at the high frequencies required for piloted simulation.
Mean induced-inflow velocity is defined according to momentum theory consldera- _'
i_ tions. Blade airfoil characteristics are deduced from tabulations of lift and
profile-drag coefficients data as functions of angle of attack. Utilization of mean
lift coefficients removes the requirement to define specific blade-station angle of
1984003108-TSA 11
" attack. Wake-_kew angle is developed to define the longitudinal variation of induced-
inflow velocity so that the lateral flapping angles may be correctly modified.
Rotor angular velocity Is defined from rectangular integration of the rotor
angular ncceleratlon, the angular acce]eratlon being deflned from the sunmmtlon of
torques applied to the rotor shaft. These torques include engine, rotor brake, tail-
rotor requirements, accessory and transmission requirements, and the aerodynamic
loading from the main rotor. The aerodynamic torque is defined from conslderatLons
of induced power losses and accelerating flight power requirements in addition to the
blade-profl]e-drag power losses.
Retreating-blade stall, drag divergence, and power settling effects are deter-
mine= and described empirically. Thene effects are then superimposed upon the banle
model. The tail-rotor control is the 8tnndard control system. Thus, an expression
for the mean tail-blade pitch angle is defined for the tail-rotor equations directly
from the yaw-pedal position.
Automatic Stabillzatlon Equipment
The basic functions of the ASE are to maintain the helicopter at any airspeed,
roll attitude, and heading selected by the pilot and Co do so a_tomatlcally. These
basic functions were included in the simulation. The additional ASE features of
altitude-hold and ground-speed hold were not included.
Since a detailed ASE transfer function was not available from the manufacturer,
a mathematical model of the ASE was developed through a process of reverse engineering
based on data contained in reference 2. Fortunately, those data Included all perti-
nent sensor scale factors and most time-constants. The task of developing the model
consisted of calculating feedback gains, command gains, and mode-loglc equations based
on electronic schematic diagrams of the ASE.
Figure 14 shows the ASE pitch channel engaged in its basic alrspeed-hold mode.
Typlcal of equipment manufactured fit the time, the ASE uses 400-Hz carrier signals
for feedback. These signals are combined through a resistor summln8 bus to generate
a series servo command. The procedure for calculatlng gains consisted of finding the
linear varlable differential transformer (LVDT) position output in volts rms at full
ASE series authority deflection, and relating this to the known authority in equiva-
lent inches of stick. With this number calculated (volts/inch-stlck), th_ voltage
from each sensor required to offset the LVDT feedback was computed using simple net-
work theory to arrive at a gain relating each sensor output to equlvalent inches of
stick deflection. Similar calculatlons were performed to d,_velop gains for the trim
actuator paths.
The resulting pltchlng-axls simulation diagram is shown in figure 15. A track-
and-hold was used in place of a model of the electromechanlcal synchronizer to sim-
plify ASE model software. Alsop the track-and-hold acted on only alr_peed and
attitude, whereas the synchronizer in the actual ASE balances all summing bus inputs
prior to ASE engagement. For the usual procedure of engaging ASE only in trimmed , j
fllght, both approaches are equivalent.
The dual-speed, longltudinal-stick trim system of the pitch ASE was modeled to
reflect accurately the aircraft system. For longitudinal cyclic trim inputs without
simultaneous application of longltudlnal stick force, the trim button serves only to
slew the airspeed/attitude reference at a fixed rate. The resulting series metro
8
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' displacement causes the trim actuator to follow-up through the autotrtm path. For
trim inputs while holding stick force, the airspeed/attltude reference in changed at
a higher rate, and the trim actuator responds through both the autotrlm path and a
direct path.
The normal acceleration path to th_ trim actuator wam an attempt to model the
cyclic bobweight by causing the load factor to change the zero-force (trim) position
of the cockpit force loaders and thereby create a stick force during maneuvering
flight. The gain AZK7 and time-constant AZTAU were not established with high
confidence.
The roll-axis block diagram (fig. 16) was developed uAing th_ same technqiue_
employed in pitch. Once again, a simple track-and-hold way substituted for a syn-
chronizer model and only roll attitude was referenced, not the entirv sun_ing-hus
output as in the actual AgE. Series serve commands were a sum of AgE and lateral
cyclic system outputs. The lateral trim system in both the aircraft and the AgE
mode, is straightforward, with no autotrim feature.
The yaw-axis block diagram is shown in figure 17. There is c,:,,siderable mode-
logic in the yaw ,_SE, particularly with respect to trim-actuator control, and every
attempt was made to duplicate this logic in the model. A problem arose because the
simulator rudder pedals did not have "feet-on-pedals" microswitches, as does the
actual aircraft. These switches are used to drop heading-hold and do not require
rudder-pedal deflection to activate. As a substitute, logic was established to
determine if differential pedal forces were being applied by the pilot. SH-2F pilots
are conditioned to expect headlng-hold to drop Just by resting their feet on the
pedals. In the simulator, a small pedal force was required. As a consequence, small
_' abrupt yaw AgE inputs could and did occur in turns initiated through lateral stick
after coordinating pedal was applied. Thse effects were reduced to an acceptable
level by modeling the heading synchronizer rather than using a track-and-hold, and
by using ramped switches (ramp from gain = 0 to gain - I) in the yaw AgE model.
The yaw AgE coordinated-turn feature, which requires the pilot to press a switch
: on the cyclic grip, was included in the model and did not suffer the above-mentloned
_'ansient problems. The calculated stick force and acceleration gains for this mode
seam rather low, however. The yaw-trim system was modeled to include the yaw auto-
trim, pedal--force trim, yaw-trim switch (on collective-stick grip), and collective-
stick rate inputs. With the ABE engaged, yaw trim was provided as follows:
I. When the rate of turn was less than 7*/see and the pilot's feet were off the
pedals, the yaw-trlm switch functioned as a heading adjust switch to change the air-
craft's heading at the rate of 4°/see as long as the switch was depressed.
•' " 2. When the rate of turn was less than 7°/see and a control force was applied to
. the pedals, the force was automatically trimmed out. In this case the yaw-trim switch
was inoperative.
3. When the rate of turn was greater than 7°/see or when the coordinated-turn
button was depressed, the yaw-trim switch provided motorized pedal trim.
With AgE disengaged but with the lateral coupler on, yaw trim was provided as
follows: When the rate of turn was less than 7°/see and a control force was applied
to the pedals, the force was automatically trimmed out. In this case, the yaw trim
was inoperative. In all other cases the yaw switch provided motorized pedal trim.
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Simulated Landing Environment
A Spruance-clas_ destroyer _DD-963) model wan "sand in the sin_ulatioi_. Th_ _hip-
motion model consiste¢l of representing the ship motion by a s.m of slnua_,itl_ in each
of the nix degrees of frt,vdom (roll, pitch, ya_, surge, sway, anti heave) at tht_ _hip't_
center of gravity. Long-2reated seas wurt: assumed with tile mean wind paral lul ttJ
direction of propagation. Rt, pr_,_entat_ve ship notions were obtained using the method
outlined hy Brown and Camaratta (ref. 6), In ,_eneral, the method generates flhip-
motion tlme-htstorloh from a power apt.ct r_ I_V dl_q)lll!lpilsJ.ng tht. sp_+ctra llllll _l st:r:lt, s _f
discrete sinut_olda, with each _'omponent ttlliusoid weighted by tht, power In the fr,.-
quency band it represents. Selection of t:ht_ numb_.r of t_tuu_olds is a trade-elf
ha,wear accuracy and tromputational time. Fortenbau_h (ref. l) compared a 6-component
and a 32-component ship-mot ton appr.,.in_atlon and showed that the 6-component approxi-
mation resulted in les_ th_:,t _ 5% urror in most cane_ for rmn poaatJon, rates, and
accelerations in each degr_'e of fleeaorn. It was concluded that the nix-component
approximation will give an exce!!ent representation of _hip motions for studies that
involve relatively short tim_ exposure to the ship environment. Stodles directed
toward the flylng-quallties and filth,-control aspects of launch and recovery on
small ships would fall into thi_ category. Other types of studies, such as ship-
motion forecasting and landing-gear load studies, would require further analysis of
the comprehensive shlp-mo_ion program.
The model used for ship alrwake t_trbulence was also similar to that defined by
Fortenbaugh (ref. 7). This model was developed from data obtained from a 1/50 scale-
model test of an FF-lO52-class destroyer by Boeing-Vertol (ref. 8). The FF-1052 data
were used to approximate the DD-963 by using Strouhal-number scaling techniques.
Fall-scale turbulence-mapping of the DD-963 has not been performed to validate either
the wlnd-tunnel data or the Strouhal-scaling assumptions.
The airwake model generated both mean and random linear velocity components of
the three-dlmensiona! flow-fleld aft of the ship as a fun.:tion of el,craft position
and wind-over-the-deck (WOD) magnitude and direction. Tht rotational components were
not included. The airwake velocity components were then applied to the helicopter's
center of gravity in the standard way. The effect of alrwake velocity gradients
acting on the rotor were not included in the model. This would require a hlgher-order
or blade-element type of model which is more complex than the quasl-steady-state model
used.
Outside the airwake, a standard Dryden turbulence model was used (ref. 9). Shap-
ing functions were used to provide a smooth transition to the airwake model.
SI_ILAIOR VALIDATION
The value of a flight-research simulator is its ability to duplicate actual alr-
borne performances so as to affect the design of the aircraft or prepare the pilot for
the actual aircraft e_Ferience. Thus, the fidelity requirements tot validating a
simulator are a combination of how well the simulator duplicates the aircraft and the
ability of the simulator to allow performance of the desired task. Sinacori (ref. I0)
defines fidelity in two ways: engineerin_ fidelity, meaning the physical closeness to
the real world, and perceptual fidelity, meaning the pilots perceived closeness tc the
real world. Good engineering fidelity is measured by the degree to which =he slmu-
lator is observed to reproduce its real-llfe-counterpart aircraft as measured by a
nonphysiological instrument system. This includes, for example, the mathematical
I0
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model, the visual system, the motion system, and the sound system. Good perceptual
fidelity is the degree to which a well-tralned and motivated pilot perceives the
simulator to reproduct, its real-life-counterpart aircraft in flight and in the
operatlonal-task situation.
Ii
t Inherent uncertainties exist in theoretical mathematical modeling, wlnd-tunnel
[ measurements, and flight-test instrumentation. Also, simulator-system limitations
exist in terms of computer size and speed, visual-scene presentation, and motlon-drivei
! logic and response. Thus, compromises are required which reduce the engineering
_" fidelity. When such conflicts arise between engineering and perceptual fidelity, the
! emphasis has to be on tileperceptual (ref. II). The engineering and perceptual
!. fidelity with which the ICAB system simulates an SH-2F helicopter in the shlp-landlng
i". environment is discussed in the following sections.
Engineering Fidelity
Sh-2F Mathematical Model.- The mathematical model was validated by comparing its
characteristics with those of actual SH-2F fllght-test results as given in refer-
ence 12. The simulated test condlti_ns were adjusted to match the corresponding air-
.... craft flight-test conditions. These included the flight airspeed, gross weight,
center-of-gravity location, and atmospheric conditions. The procedure allowed a
direct comparison of the ICAB simulation and the SH-2F helicopter flight-test results.
i
" Trimmed flight comparison. Trimmed forward-fllght conditions were compared with
, the flight-test data across the entire flight regime from an airspeed of 40 to
120 knots. Data for the engine torque, pitch attitude, and the four control positions
are shown versus airspeed in figure 18 for both the simulator and the aircraft. All
_ of the simulated trim conditions were obtained by assuming the helicopter to be in
=_: trimmed or equilibrium flight at the sideslip angle shown in figure 19.
_" The comparison indicates a good agreement for the pitch axes in terms of pitch
I:
attitude and longitudinal cyclic-control position. For the vertical and lateral axes,
-'!; the simulator requires less engine torque than the flight-test aircraft. This results
i_. in a decrease in the collective-control position and less right-pedal position across
'- the airspeed range. However, the curves do have the same shape. Additionally, the
,i.-. simulator lateral-stick deflection indicates a slow migration from more rlght-lateral
_ stick to more left-late_'al stick across the airspeed range.
"f
_i: Low-speed trimmed conditions compared with the fllght-test data between forward
i and rearward ground speeds of ZdO knots are shown in figure 20; lateral trimmed flight
iil. conditions compared with fllght-test data between a lateral ground speed of ±30 knots
_- are shown in figure 21. The flY,hi-test data were taken with the aircraft in ground-
effect. No ground-effect model was implemented in the simulatlon. The comparison
indicates a good agreement of all the parameters except engine torque and directional-
control position. The latter discrepancy is attributed to ground effect where more
power and a concomitant amount of dlrectlonal-control deflection were required.
.h
The individual effect of power on the trimmed control positions is presented in
figure 22. Below 30% of torque, minor differences are evident. Above 30%, the slmu- ,
lator's pedal position indicates a strong and increasing requirement for left pedal
with power. This difference in increased pedal input at high power settings between
flight and simulator results may lead to a different piloting technique for the
simulator.
i II
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Hover teats for out-of-the-wind conditions where the aircraft is required to i
establish hover trim conditions with respect to a relative wind at various azimuthal
angles to the aircraft centerllne are called critical azimuth tests. The signifi-
cance of these tests is illustrated in the interrelation and phasing of the controls
with changes in the relative wind direction. The comparison of the simulation and
flight-test results is shown in figure 23. The results need to be considered con-
currently with the prevlouslydlscussed In-ground-effect control-positlon data. ,_
Fidelity in this area is necessary to simulate hlgh-workload tasks such as the hover
and landing. The results are satisfactory and indicate a reasonable fldelity with
the aircraft performance.
Static longitudinal stability characterist_cs for both a 70-knot and a ll0-knot
airspeed trim point were compared, and the data are presented in figure 24. These
data, particularly the force gradient, affect the pilots ability to fly a selected
airspeed without retrlmmlng. Around the llO-knot trim, the force position and pitch
attitude data compared well. Around the 70-knot trim point, a steeper force gradient
was required for the same change in pitch attitude.
As a measure of static lateral-dlrectional stability, steady-headlng sideslips
were evaluated. A comparison of the results is presented in figure 25. The flight-
test procedure used to collect the data was to fix the collectlve at the required
trim condition before entry into the maneuver, and then to establish the required
bank angle and control positions for various sldesllp angles. The primary flight
instrument was the turn rate and inclinometer indicator. The simulator procedure was
to trim the aircraft at the desired sideslip angle. The unique control positions
associated with a specific steady-headlng sideslip verified the lateral-directlonal
stability characteristics of the simulator.
Dynamic response comparison. The response of the simulator to step inputs in the
controls was determined and compared with flight-test d_ta. Steps in the four con-
trols (longitudinal and lateral cycllc, pedal, and collective) at airspeeds of i0 and
70 knots with the ASE on and off were performed. Control inputs of approximately
0.5 in. were accomplished.
The flight-test data (ref. 12) were obtained by using the standard fllght-test
technique of maneuvering the aircraft to the desired flight condition, manually
applying the desired step input, and recording the resulting vehicle response param-
eters with a data-acquisltion system. On the other hand, the simulator data were
obtained by using a software program that trims the aircraft at the desired condition
and automatically applies a step input into the desired control while holding the
others constant. Care was taken in the simulatlon to produce the data at the same .
environmental and vehicle condition as the flight-test data. A summary of the dynamic
response tests is given in table 4 and a comparison of the tlme-hlstorles in the same
format is given in figures 26 through 49.
The dynamic response tests at i0 knots with the ASE off for the pitch, roll, and
yaw axes are given in figures 26, 30, and 34, respectively. The responses generally
indicate that when compared with the fllght-test data, the model is less responsive in
pitch, a reasonable matclJ in roll, and more responsive in yaw. For the tests at
70 knots with the ASE off, the data for the pitch, roll, and yaw axes are given in
figures 27, 31, and 35, respectively. The 70-knot responses indicate that the model
produces similar responses to the fllght-test data in the pitch and roll axes. In
the yaw axis there is a similar peak yaw rate, but a quicker return to zero rate than
the fllght-test data.
12
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The dynamic response tests at IO knots with the ASE on for the pitch, ro11, and
ya_; axes are given in figures 28, 32, and 36, respecti_rely. The responses generally
Ivldlcate that the model is similar in response, but mor_ stable in pitch and reason-
able match in roll and yaw, For the tests at 70 knots with the ASE on, the data for
the pitch, roll, and yaw axes data are given in flgureQ 29, 33, and 37, respectlvely.
The 70-knot responses indicate that the model produces a reasonable match in pitch
and a similar initial response, but is less damped in roll and has a higher peak rate
with a quicker return to zero rate in yaw.
Aerodynamic coupling was concurrently evaluated with the control response by
analyzing data from addltlonal axes. Coupling data from pitch and roll axes inputs
• at I0 knots and 70 knots with the ASE on and with it off are determined. Pitch due to
roll inputs are given in figures 42 through 45 and roll due to pitch inputs in flg-
ures 46 through 49. Pedal-induced coupllng inputs were insisnlflcant in both the
simulator and the aircraft.
For the ASE off, pitch due to roll input coupling (figs• 42 and 43), the model
results show a good agreement with the fllght-test data at both hover and at 70 knots,
where a right longitudinal step input resulted in a down-pltch attitude. For the ASE
on (figs. 44 and 45), the Irltial response is correct; however, the model response
continues to pitch down while the aircraft response returns to the original trim
value.
For the roll due to pitch input coupling, the pitch.-rate data from the flight-
test instrumentation was unavailable. However, for both ASE on and off at I0 and
70 knots, the model shows good agreement with the flight-test data. A longitudinal
forward step produces a left-roll attitude change with ASE off and a very slight left-
roll change with the ASE on.
No fllght-test data were available for the aircraft in the vertical axes
(Figs. 38-41) which made a check in these axes difficult. As a substitute, aircraft
stability derivatives were computed from the nonlinear mathematical model at hover
and at 70 knots; they are shown in table 5. Using data published by Heffley et al.
(ref. 13), the SH-2F model was compared with other helicopters of similar size at
hover and at 70 knots. These comparisons are shown in table 6. Comparing the sensi-
tivity Z__ and damping Zw at hover, the SH-2F model appears fairly consistent with
similar-si_ed aircraft, although the sensitivity appears a bit low. The SH-2F model,
when compared with the same aircraft at 70 knots, indicates that for the model, both
the sensitivity and the damping are low compared with other helicopters of about the
same size.
CGI Visual System.- The inherent serial architecture of digital simulations leads "
to the propagation of delays. In particular, the delay between a pilot input, such as
stick movement, and the perceived response as a visual scene can have a serious effect
on the ability of the pilot to accomplish a tas|_. Gum and Albery (ref. 14) among
others have reported slmulatlon problems traced to time delays in vlsual-system cue-
ing. The use of a CGI system tends to aggravate this problem, for an additional delay
is added by the computer generating the visual scene.
To determine this delay for the ICAB system, a simple experiment was devised to '_
measure the total delay from the pilot input to visual-scene response. In the experi-
ment, shown schematically in figure 50, a switch and an oscilloscope were used. The
switch fulfills a dual function of providing a step input in stick position by the
pilot and triggering the sweep of the oscilloscope.
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The oscilloscope was used to monitor the signal to the CGI visual monitor in the i
cockpit. A fixed scene was displayed that resulted in a known waveform on the scope.
Any change in this scene would result in a new waveform on the scope which was dis-
cernible to the observer. The step signal was fed into the computer system through
an analog-to-dg_4 tel converter (ADC). The Sigma 7 computer was programmed to scale
this signal and send it to the CGI system as a step in pitch of the visual scene,
This resulted in a new waveform on the oscilloscope. At the same time the oscillo-
scope was triggered by the step signal. The time taken from the step untll the wave-
form changed can be considered to represent the delay between pilot input and per-
ceived visual change.
The feedback siena1 measured was the green input drive to the CRT. The CRT was
operating at a 60-Hz field rate which implies that an additional 17 msec can elapse
between the drawing of the first line of the field and the last line of the field.
In addition, it should be noted that no aircraft dynamics were included in the Sigma
computer computations. A Polaroid camera was used to record the results of the
experiment.
For the experiment, the Sigma was run at different cycle times DT and the time-
delay between the pilot input and the first percelvable visual change AT was mea-
sured. The results shown in figure 51, indicate that a linear relationship exists
between the visual time-delay and the cycle time according to the relationship
AT ffi1.53 DT + 91.3 msec
The first term can be interpreted as the 3 DT/2 delay associated with the
analog-to-digltal converters and the Sigma computers. The second term can be inter-
preted as the time required for the CGI computer hardware to perform its calculations
and draw the picture.
For the SH-2F ICAB simulation, the host Sigma computer was running at a cycle
time of 62 masc. Thus, the time delay between the pilot input and the first perceiv-
able vlsual change was about 186 masc. The effect of the delay will be discussed
later in the Perceptual Fidelity section.
VMS Motion System.- Because the ICAB has significantly different mass properties
and motion system servo requirements than the original cab on the _MS, performance
tests were conducted on the VMS motion system. The purpose of the tests was to mea-
sure and document the pe:formance and frequency-response characteristics of the
motion system in its net configuration.
The measured performance limits in terms of excursion, velocity, and acceleration
are listed in table I. The llsted llmlts are considered maxima and represent the
maximum operational capability of the motion generator. The limits apply only to the
motlon-system hardware and do no_ include the effects of software limits in the motion
drive logic. The rotational limits are for slngle-degree-of-freedom motions. The
limits for coupled angular motions are complex, nonlinear functions because they are
provided by the synergistic motion generator.
i
The source of the performance limits result from different mechanisms. The
translational excursions and velocities are command-limlted in the servo-electronics,
the rotational excursion limits result from end-of-travel limit switches on the
hexapod actuators, and the remaining limits reflect physical limitations of the hard-
ware such as hydraulic flow, current, or torque limits. The values listed in table I
for translational accelerations are for momentary duty. These levels of acceleration
14
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(require driving the motors significantly above their rated loads, and sustained opera-
; tlon In thls mode cause_ overheating and automatic shutdown. Maximum contlnuous-duty
translatlonal accelsratlons are about one fourth the tabulated values.
Frequency-response measurements of the flve degrees of freedom were conducted
using a commercial frequency-response analyzer. The test setup Is illustrated in
figure 52. In all cases, acceleratlon command was used as the reference signal, and
acceleration feedback, measured by a cab-mounted accalerometer, was used as the
response signal. Therefore, the freq,,ency responses measured represent only the
dynamics of the motion generator and d,_ not include the effects of the digital com-
puter used to drive the system. Flgu_ _ "3 through 57 present the results of the
measurements in the form of Bode plots _mplitude ratio and phase angle versus fre-
quency for the roll, pitch, yaw, lateral, and vertical axes, respectively. These
data were measured wlth no lead compensation provided in the motlon-drlve loglc and
with the noise suppression filters in the analog-to-digital converter cards bypassed.
Also shm_ in these figures Is an analytlcally determined effect, based on the results
of reference 15, of digital computer delay for several values of frame time. These
data are representative of operational conditions since they include the phase-lag
increase caused by the simulation computer. Figure 58 presents the frequency response
of the vertlcal degree of freedom wlth the inclusion of compensation provided in the
motlon-drlve logic. Compensation of thls form was used In the simulation and is
illustrated in figure 59.
Perceptual Fidelity
Piloted runs were performed to evaluate the flyit_g performance and handling
characteristics of the simulator and to assess the ability of the simulator to perform
approach and landings in the environment of the DD-963 destroyer.
Two test pilots participated In the evaluations. The first had over 1,500 hours
in a variety of helicopters, but no SH-2F or small-deck landlng experience. The
second pilot had 2,500 hours of helicopter time, 1,000 in the SH-2F, and had made
about 500 landlngs onto small ships, including ships of the DD-963, FFG-I, and
FF-I052 classes. Most of the runs evaluatin 8 perceptual fldelity specific to the
SH-2F were made by the second pilot. Other test pilots flew the simulator flxed-base
and their comments were integt'ated into the discussion of the CGI visual system.
SH-2F Mathematical Model.- The pilots overall opinion was that the simulator
representation of the aircraft was satisfactory over the airspeed range from hover to
_ 90 knots wlth the ASE on. Above 90 knots, the simulator required excessive forward
and left-lateral stick deflectlon. With the ASE of_, the sensitivity and damping of
the aircraft were satisfactory; however, precise attitude control and maneuvering
appeared to be easier than in the actual aircraft. With the ASE either on or off, the
effectiveness of lateral and directional attltude-control was greater than expected.
The portion of the model that was judged to be ].east llke the aircraft was the
vertical degree of freedom in hover where the pilot had difficulty maintaining alti-
tude in a simulated landing task. Collective response seemed overly sensitive and
although the onset of vertlcal-rate in response to a collective input appeared repre-
sentative, height damping seemed low. This comment appeared to be in opposition to
the stabillty-derivatlve data presented earlier where the collective sensltJvlty, when
compared with that of other helicopters, appeared low and the damping representative.
The problem may be related to the question of whether the motion and visual systems of
15 .
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the simulation can present the proper dynamic perceptual characteristics to the pilot i]
(ref. 16).
According to the pilot who had flown both the ICAB and the SH-2F Weapons System
Trainer (WST) currently being used by fleet pilots in Norfolk and San Diego, the ICAB
simulator was
in spite of the fidelity of the collective control axes, much easier to "
hover than the WST currently being used by the fleet pilot in Norfolk and i
San Diego. Unlike the WST, the SH-2F ICAB could successfully perform a
shipboard lending from a stabilized hover over the deck. The SH-2F ICAB
simulation was satisfactory except for the collective response
characteristics.
Improvements in the model are required following Navy flight testing.
Environment.- The simulator response to free-air turbulence seemed reasonable.
However, the magnltude of aircraft disturbances induced by the alrwake turbulence
model was Judged by the pilot to be excessive for the wind-over-deck (WOD) conditions
simulated. With WOD veloclties in excess of 25 knots along a 30 ° radial from port,
induced disturbances while hovering over the landing circle and below the hangar roof
were of such a magnitude that hover positioning became very difficult with the ASE
control system. It appeared that both the standard deviation and frequency content of
the airwake was excessive; however, when hovering over the aft portion of the ship
(aft and to the left of the landing pad) the response of the aircraft to turbulence
was reasonable. Additionally, two characteristic far-fleld air disturbances gener-
ated by the stacks of the DD-963 and normally encountered during a 30° to port or
starboard approach were absent. Verification and modification to the airwake turbu-
lence model in magnitude, bandwidth, and special location needs to be performed.
CGI Visual System.- Pilot ratings of vehicle dynamics and control/display con-
tributions are strongly influenced by the available out-the-wlndow vlsual-cue levels.
Often the simulation pilot is unaware that the source of a control problem is in the
visual-scene content or scene processing of the display. With this in mind, five
evaluation test pilots, four of whom had shlp-landlng experience, were asked to com-
plete questionnaires about the CGI visual system. The major topics on the question-
naire were general comments, vlsual-cuelng comparison with other visual systems,
geometrical characteristics, and dynamic characteristics. The visual scene or real-
time data bases e_,aluated were the DD-963 destroyer and the runway/alrport scene in
the F-Ill data base discussed in the Visual System section.
The ship landlng-approach procedures used called for acquisition of landing
guidance signals at or beyond 2 miles from the ship at an altitude of 450 ft. The
reference traJectory was a constant-bearlng approach from the aft starboard quarter
at an indicated airspeed of 70 knots. Followlng intercept of the 3° gllde slope, the
pilot performed a decelerating approach to a station-keeplng point aft of the touch-
down point. From there a hover and vertical descent to the deck were accomplished.
In general, the overall ratings of the CGI were very good. Most of the positive
comments had to do with the use of color, the wlde-angle field of view, and the
incluslon of the ship scene with shlp-motlon dynamics. The major negative comments
had to do with the inability of the pilots to determine their closure rate, altitude
rate, and depth of field. As a general comment, one pilot responded that "the simu- :
latlon is a good responsive system with which I could actually perform a visual hover
around the ship without reference to cockpit gages." All of the pilots felt that in
general, the position and attitude cues obtained from the visual system were good and
that the range-rate and altitude cues were fair. Specifically, during the approach, '.
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cues to determine range and range-rate were lacking, because of the lack of depth of
field of the scene During hover runs over th_ runway, the pilots had difficulty
estimating altitude and the size of objects In the field of view. This was also true
for hover runs over the destroyer flight deck where It was difficult to estimate the
altitude above the deck. The addition of texturing to che scene, including white
caps and waves to the ocean and more detailing to the hangar face, may improve the
lack of depth of fleld of the scene.
,j
Limited vislbility conditions (e.g., fog and ceiling) were simulated in which the
pilot flew a decelerating, constant glide slope approach, breaking out vlsually at or
before 700 ft of range prior to the ship-landlng. The pilots found the CGI visual
• mechanization to be realistic, in terms of the breakout and the occulting of the horl-
zon after the ship is visible. This realism is not presen_ with model-terrain boards.
m
Most of the pilots had experience with either the SH-2F Weapons System Trainer
(WST) (ref. 12), which has a CGI visual, or with other simulators, in which model-
terrain boards are used. According to the pilots who had flown both the SH-2F ICAB
and the WST, "The CGI/ICAB was superior to the WST because of FOV layout, day color
instead of night/dusk presentation, better definition of the DD-963 destroyer with
ship motion and no apparent time delays." One pilot commented that he preferred the
model-terraln board because of the texture and resulting depth of field cues.
The geometrical characteristics of the CGI/ICAB provided a wide-angle field of
view which was a definite asset in hovering. The two forward windows provided such a
large FOV that the side windows tended to be left out of the pilot's scan pattern.
Also contributing to this scan situation was the large angular viewing discontinuity
between the front window and the upper and lower right window. Because extra effort
was required to use the side windows, they were used less in t:_esimulator than in
the actual aircraft.
The other geometrical characteristic deserving pilot comment was related to the
pilots seat position. The SH-2/ICAB simulator was designed such that the pilot would
be seated at the aircraft design eye-polnt. For ship-landing operations, however, the
pilot will raise his seat to the maximum height to maximize his over-the-nose viewing
angle. Since this was not possible in the simulator because of the ICAB frame and
glare shield, the pilots were required to fly the simulator from an unfamiliar posi-
tion with less look-down capability than in the actual aircraft.
The pilots found the dynamical characteristics of the CGI good, but did have some
reservations. No time delays bet_een control inputs and the response of the visual
system were perceived, and no pilot indicated a pilot-induced oscillation during any
simulation run. Some pilots did, however, comment on the breakup of picture edges "
across the vertical scan line of the l,O00-11ne CRT. This occurred when using runway
llne markings or when the sides of buildings were used as lateral and azimuthal cues
during precise tracking tasks; the result was a "fuzzy" picture and loss of visual
cueing. Finally, several pilots were mildly distracted by the CGI characteristic of
buildin 8 the far-field scene in real time. This characteristic should be reduced in
the CGI software by adjusting the range-sortlng algorithm.
t
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions derive from the SH-2F helicopter simulation using the
ICAB simulator system. )
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I. The ICAB/CGI/VMS slmulator has been demonstrated to be a useful tool in the
slmulatlon of helicopter shlp-landlng problems.
2. Based on the engineering and perceptual validation tests, the slmulator was
Judged to be satisfactory except for the vertlcal-response characteristics. Overall,
the simulator accurately represented the hellcopter to an airspeed of 90 knots with
the ASE on and was more stable an_ more easily maneuvered than the actual aircraft
with ASE off. With ASE on or off, lateral directional attltude-control was more
effective than in the actual hellcopter.
3. The field of view attainable with the four-wlndow CGI visual allows valld
low-speed maneuvering to be slmulated. The CGI scene is presented with no perceived
time delay.
4. Attitude cueing with the CGX is good but the range and range-rate cueing is
only fair because of a lack of depth-of-fleld cues.
5. Addltlonal SH-2F flight-test data are needed to validate the model in the
vertical axis.
6. Improvements and validation of the ship airwake turbulence model are
required.
18
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• TABLE I.- VMX MOTION GENERATOR PERFORMANCE LIMITS
Frequency
Motion Displacement Velocity Acceleration at 30" phase
lag, Hz
Lateral ±17 ft ±8 ft/aec ±15 ft/sec 1.6
Vertical ±25 ft ±16 ft/sec ±24 ft/sec 1.1
Roll ±19.5 ° ±lg.5Q/sec ±57.3a/sec 1.2
Pitch +20.0 °, -24.5 ° -+lg.5"/sec ±57.3"/sec I.I
Yaw -+34.0° -+19.5°/sec -+57.3°/sec l.l
TABLE 2.- ICAB MASS
PROPERTIES
Weight = 7,600 ib
Ix = 35,000 In..ib.sec 2
ly = 61,000 in..ib.sec 2
I z = 46,000 in..Ib.sec 2
TABLE 3.- SH-2F LOADER CHARACTERISTICS
Parameter Longitudinal Lateral Rudder Collective
Travel, in. .+7.0 -+5.6 -+3.04 5.75
Breakout force, ib _+1.8 -+1.5 -+3.1
Force gradient (range), 4.17 (0 - 0.25) 4.67 (0 - 0.25) -+6.13
ib/in. (in.) 1.60 (0.25- 7.0) 1.66 (0.25- 5.6)
_ximum deflect ion -+12.7 -+I0.4 2I.5
force, Ib
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®TABLE 4.- DYNAMIC RESPONSE TESTS SUMMARY
Initial flight conditions
Dynamic
Figure step Airspeed Weight, c.g., Altitude, OAT,
response knots ' AgE Ib in. m "C
26 Pitch axis IO Off 10921 169.8 244 8
27 Pitch axis 70 Off 12120 171.0 610 16
28 Pitch axis I0 On 11588 170.5 244 7
29 Pitch axls 70 On 11632 ].70.1 610 I0
30 Roll axis 10 Off 10721 170.1 244 8
31 Roll axis 70 Off 12012 170.9 610 16
32 Roll axis I0 On 11471 170.4 244 7
33 Roll axis 70 On 11320 170.2 610 I0
34 Yaw axis I0 Of£ 10021 167.3 61 9
35 Yaw axis 70 Off 11852 170.4 610 14
36 Yaw axis 10 On 10138 167.0 61 9
37 Yaw axis 70 On 10972 170.1 610 I0
38 Height axis I0 Off 12120 170.1 610 i0
39 Height axis 70 Off 12120 170.1 610 I0
40 Height axis I0 On 12120 170.I 610 I0
41 Height axis 70 On 12120 170.1 610 lO
42 Pitch/roll coupling I0 Off 10562 167.3 305 19
43 Pitch/roll coupling 70 Off 11932 170.6 610 14
44 Pitch/roll coupling I0 On 10792 167.6 305 19
45 Pitch/rcll coupling 70 On 11222 170.1 610 10
46 Roll/pitch coupling I0 Off 10871 169.7 244 8
47 Roll/pitch coupling 70 Off 12032 170.9 610 16
48 Roll/pitch coupling I0 On 11521 170.4 244 7
49 Roll/pitch coupling 70 On 11540 170.4 610 I0
22
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TABLE 6.- COMPARISON OF IIELICOPTER VERTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Par_imett.r Sll-2F OH-6A BO-I05 All- 1H UIt_ [11 CH-53D
HovL_r
Z.S , (£t/_+ec2)/in. -5 75 -7.34 -q.6fl -12 76 -9 77 -6.38
Zw, l/nee -.32 -.34 -.33 -,37 -,39 -.3(}
70 knot_
Z6e, (ft/t_ec;)/In, °6.6 -8.62 -12.07 -15.07 -12.O -8.10
Zw, l/_ec -.57 -,74 -.83 -.88 -.91 -.IO
OF POOR QUALITY
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OF pOOR QUALli'Y
• 9.3" CHORD8'2" diam
j,,. I T15'1"
• GROUND
CLEARANCE
16'9'
43'3"
52'7"
_-.. _-_32'2"-_"_
: __ J.
44' d
:_ 15'2" IN 6"
_ HOISTING
i_. ATTITUDE
_" GROUND LINE:--_
. 12'3 DIMENSIONS ARE AT NORMAL STATIC
_ CONDITION AND 12,800 Ib, EXCEPTAS
-'. NOTED
Figure t.- Kaman SH-2F helicopter.
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Figure 3.- ICAB in fixed base area (shown with canopy removed). " "
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Figure 5.- ICAB being mounted on Vertical Motion Simulator.
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Figure 6.- Vertical Motion Simulator with ICAB.
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l _;7COMPUTER _:
I LOGIC PULSE I
I LOGIC PULSE u.i
PDP 11/55
PDP INTERFACE J
! 1 f
I I I.,oul I C_BRIOU CIOU I
I 4 I PERKIN-
W ELMER
VMS ICAB N 4
I SH-2F DO I SINGER/LINK
W CGI
l __._1
e,,
ClOU - COMPUTER INPUT OUTPUT UNIT
" RIOU - REMOTE INPUT OUTPUT UNIT
Figure 7.- ICAB system block diagram.
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mmmm ICAB SIMULATOR FIELD OF VIEW
SH-2F OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISIBILITY
+
90
90
Figure 8.- Comparison of SH-2F helicopter and ICAB field-of-vlew.
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RUNWAY CGI DATA BASE
- VIEWED FROM SH-2F ICAB
7
•[ o
_-_
-60 -
I I I I t I
"_90' -60 -30 0 30 60 90
AZIMUTH, deg
• Figure 9.- SH-2F cockpit field of view with four-wlndow CGI scene of runway
superimposed.
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DESTROYER CGI DATA BASE
VIEWED FROM $H-2F ICAB
-60-
"9_-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
AZIMUTH, deg
Figure i0.- SH-2F cockpit field of view with four-window CGI scene of destroyer
superimposed.
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Figure II.- SH-2F simulator cockpit.
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Figure 12.- SH-2F simulator instrument panel.
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ORIGINAL P&QR I£
OF POOR QUALITY .!
ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS; MAD
OAT: -3°C GROSSWEIGHT: 11,250 Ib (5,103 kg)
ALTITUDE: 2,000 ft, Hp (610 m) CG: STATION 170.1
SPD. REF.: PITOT STATIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: GEAR UP
q
Z_ SIMULATOR
O SH-2F, BUNO 149750-FLIGHT
60S0 O[ _ _ENGINE TORQUE,
3O ;
2O
Nu,oPITCH ATTITUDE, _deg 0 _OND -10
IDIRECTIONAL ICONTROL POSITION, 70% FROM FULL LEFT Q6O
LATERAL 50
CONTROL POSITION, 40% FROM FULL LEFT
3O
60
CONTROL POSITION, (D
%FROMFULLFWO 40
60 _ -
COLLECTIVE
CONTROL POSITION, 50 E)
% FROM FULL DOWN '_ /
3020 40 60 80 100 120 140
CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, knots
Figure 18.- Forward flight trimmed control position comparison.
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ABE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS, MAD
OAT: -3°C GROSSWEIGHT: 11,251 Ib (5103 kg)
ALTITUDE: 2000 ft, HP (610 m) CG: STATION 170.1
CONFIGURATION: GEAR UP
O KAMAN AEROSPACECORPORATION
SUMMARIZED DATA, SH-2F
LOADING: RT AUX. TANK, LEFT TORPEDO
2O
LEFT
15 .
lO
SIDESLIP
ANGLE, _, 5 _ (_ __; _ _ )
deg
0
-5
RIGHT
"1020 40 60 80 100 120 140
CALIBRATEO AIRSPEEO, knots
Figure 19.- Inherent sideslip charccteristtcs.
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OF POOR QUALITY
ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS, MAD
OAT: 2°C GROSSWEIGHT: 10,970 Ib (4,976 kg)
ALTITUDE: 15 ft, AGL (5 m) CG: STATION 170.4
SPD. REF.: APN-182 DOPPLER CONFIGURATION: GEAR DOWN
SIMULATOR
O SH-2F BUNO 149750-FLIGHT
,o,ou,.,or. T% 30 _ _-_20
COLLECTIVE 60
CONTROL POSITION, 40
% FROM FULL DWN
20
2O
PITCH ATTITUDE, 10deg
0
LONGITUDINAL 80
CONTROL POSITION,
% FROM FULL FWO
40
LATERAL 70
CONTROL POSITION, 50_% FROM FULL LEFT
3O
DIRECTIONAL 70
CONTROL POSITION, 50 t% FROM FULL LEFT
30
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
AFT GROUNOSPEED,knots FWD
Figure 20.- Low speed trimmed control position comparison.
ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS; MAD
OAT: 3°C GROSSWEIGHT: 10,851 Ib (4,922 kg)
ALTITUDE: 15 ft, AGL (5 m) CG: STATION 170.8
SPD. REF.: APN-1S2 DOPPLER CONFIGURATION: GEAR DOWN
A SIMULATOR
• O SH-2F BUNO 149750-FLIGHT
ENGINE TORQUE, 40
3O
co  .cv, tCONTROL POSITION,% FROM FULL DOWN 50 (_S0
LONGITUDINAL 80
CONTROL POSITION,
% FROM FULL FWD 60
40 J
RT 10 i " I _,,_,
PITCH ATTITUDE, ___.._...-(_-_
d.. o _I _"--'_T:"i LT -10
LATERAL 60 _ I
CONTROL POSITION, j _ _ h%FROMFULLLEFT40( "7
7O _ _ ....
DIRECTIONAL 50
CONTROL POSITION, _ _t
% FROM FULL LEFT 30 ! ;i
10 30 20 10 0 ' ' 10 20 30
LT SIDEWARD GROUNDSPEED,knots RT
Figure 21.- _ateral flight trimmed control position comparison.
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ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS; MAD
OAT:-3°C GROSSWEIGHT: 11,421 Ib (5,160 kg)
ALTITUDE: 2,000 ft, Hp (610 m) CG: STATION 170.3
AIRSPEED: 70 kies (36 m/No) CONFIGURATION: GEAR UP
A SIMULATOR
O 6H.2F, BUNO 149760-FLIGHT
9O
COLLECTIVE 70 _
CONTROL POSITION, 50_J_'
% FROM FULL DOWN
3O
1(
LONGITUDINAL 7!_
CONTROL POSITION,
% FROM FULL FWD
LATERAL 6!_
CONTROL POSITION, 40
% FROM FULL LEFT
2
DIRECTIONAL I00_CONTROL POSITION, 60 ¢
% FROM FULL LEFT _ %= i_)
40
200 20 40 60
TORQUE, percent
Figure 22.- Power effects on trim_nedcontrol positions comparison.
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,. OF POOR QUALITy
•i1
ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS; MAD
OAT: -4°C GROSSWEIGHT: 11,207 Ib {5,083 kg)
ALTITUDE: 15 ft, AGL (5 nd CG: STATION 170.1
WIND: 15 knots (7.7 m/sac) CONFIGURATION: GEAR DOWN
'l
A SIMULATOR
O SH-2F BUNO 14975O-FLIGHT
5O
,°_F_ _ ._T_-o o o _3O
COLLECTIVE 60 I
CONTROL POSITION, 50 1 __
80
LONGITUDINAL 70 .__ _1... _ -
CONTROLP SITION,60 _ _FROMFULFWD _"--
50 (_
4O
7O
0 ®
LATERAL 60
CONTROL POSITION, _Q..,. ,_----_ -,L_._ _ b
% FROM FULL LEFT 50 '
40 I i3O
70
60 •
o,,,c,,o,,.4oc o., ,,,,o,.
% FROM FULL LEFT 30
2O I
10 "'
0 50 100 150 206 250 300 350
RELATIVE WIND FROM, dell
?
Figure 23.- Critical azimuth comparison. I"|
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LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS; MAD
ASE: ON GROSSWEIGHT: 12,091 Ib (5,484 kq)
OAT - -6°C CG: STATION 171.1
ALTITUDE: 2,000 ft, Hp (610 m) CONFIGURATION: GEAR UP
A SIMULATOR
O SH-2F BUNO 149750-FLIGHT
NU 10
PITCHdeQATTITUDE,0 ._ _. _ _NO -10
'°LONGITUDINAL 60 " O
CONTROL POSITION, " t_ O_.._Lj_ _.% FROM FULL FWD "
30-
20
PULL 5CONTROL FORCE, 0
Ib
PUSH -5
40 60 TRIM 80 100 TRIM 120 140
INDICATED AIRSPEED,knots
Figure 24.- Static longitudinal stability comparison.
I
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ASE: ON LOADING: 2 AUX. TANKS, MAD
AIRSPEED: 70 klaz (36 m/Imc) GROSSWEIGHT: 11,705 Ib (5,309 kg)
OAT: -3°C CO: STATION 170.6 .q
ALTITUDE: 2000 It, Hp (610 m) CONFIGURATION: GEAR UP
SIDESLIP: DIRECT READING IN
DIRECTIONAL GYRO A SIMULATOR
TECHNIQUE IN AIC O SH-2F BUNG 149750-FLIGHT
• 70
LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL POSITION,
% FROM FULL FWD 50
3O
RT 20
lO
ROLL ATTITUDE, Qo _ _._ _.deg
-10 t_
LT - 20
kCONTROL POSITION,% FROM FULL LEFT 40 _. ' _ ^ ^
_o ] r -'
9O
DIRECTIONAL 70
CONTROL POSITION, ._
%FROMFULLLEFT 50 ! L . _..._ {3025 0 15 1 10 15 20 25
LT SIDESLIP ANGLE, de9 RT
v
Figure 25.- Static lateral-directional stability comparison.
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t
AIRSPEED= 5.1 m/sac(10knots) WEIGHT= 10,281Ib
ASE= OFF CGSTATION= 169.8
ALTITUDE- 244 m TEMPERATURE= 8"C
SHo2FSIMULATION SH.2FAIRCRAFT _1
LONGITUDINAL _l 1 -_-| -] _ _ _ -,I_1_
%FROMFULL FWD .i ......; r: i!
- _ _ ; !]iii;ittt. _"
............. •* " mll "*'ii m
ii,_ ; ;!l/J[/itti "-
_- ACCELERATION, v, , , i • i ,,,
deglsec2 .... ! _ ! " !_ !i i:_:JJ_!!iJ:O
' , " . I I ! l _
ND-100: ! ._._L_:.__L__L.__.! _ :,:.:4N'_ i! !!!i!....!:
PITCHRATE, :--f-I ! i _ _---t---t-- ...... - ...
de_Isec :_,_--_, !--_-: I ..... _"_ !:!:_'
''" '- "'""ii" !ii
--4--_-+--#--'---i--G--_-' -: [_III if: ij lli:
'__ i i _ , I " L I r._:_;ll._, :lii;ND -25: ....... ' - _, ! i,.-
NU Eo_ -_'_L___:___ _
1 ]___]__L illii_!_ill .....-'ilia!
PITCHATTITUDE, 0 :_1 i_ [--, I,L _ ..4 LIt :+:',',iii_!llt:
• .. !:: _I H_
__ .... I I:I _ llii;:IiiIIIII.........:NO -50 ....
Figure 26.- Pitch axls control response, 10 knots, ASE off.
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ORI,_h ....
OF POOR(_U_Li'i'_
AIRSPEED - 36.0 m/No (70 knotz) WEIGHT - 12,120 Ib
ASE - OFF CGSTATION - 171.0
ALTITUDE - 610 m TEMPERATURE - 16"C
SH-2F SIMULATION SH-2F AIRCRAFT
AFT 100r ..... r-_-__ ...... I-' 11 ]t
,, i,
--- :-I--:............ L IWILIIIi..
v: w !iIllleq+ -
CYCLIC POSITION, 50 , LL_% FROM FULL FWD -- -- : I-!:';_ " _'_"::::"'
FWD 0 ....... L:......... .
NU 100 i, ;l---i._' i..........jilt,
......' ILl'_:_":_:[_': T'_ ' L:!i: i I;'........
PITCH ANGULAR _ ' ' -:.:i :: : i; _ ..... :,_
iiACCELERATION, 0 _ : i:: i _:i.deg/sec2 _ ........ ! ..... " ii .....
-: I .... -.z..... it • H ......
'1
ND-100 ' _ ! ;- ........II
NU 25 :iiL--_ I ';!,,i_.!.._'ll'.,;
I .:. J,: !Ji......
:, . _.
PITCHRATE, 0 IF' _ _"_ ...
• lll!r.]llt! II
: I_!_IIii"_II,,
i, llli II :!NO -25 - :ii.. _tlI]:ll i:
: ', : : ; ,-: ; ; ; ; _ _ t
NU 50 ,:T---:... . • :. ,
: : : ' " -_-"- liililli!illllll:lilli
. . ..,4,,,,_,,::i: .... :
PITCH ATTITUDE, _ _"_ • i::i :; ': I :
dig 0 ..... , _ : : :_:I_ IIlli111111ZIIHIIiI_I
;:''":......::i-i":_:!:--_:-_-:. IIIIIB_IP.!IIIIII;!
iiii i:_: :_ :EL- IIIIII!iiiiii?IIIIII;
NO -BO :":_._!i;::: i! ::;i_ ;il!llllI___
Figure 27.- Pitch axis control response, 70 knots, ASE off,
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OF POOR QUALIW
AIRSPEED - 5.1 m/No (10 knmz) WEIGHT - 11,588 Ib
ASE - ON CG STATION = 170.5
ALTITUDE - 244 m TEMPERATURE - 7"C
SH-2FSIMULATION SH.2F AIRCRAFT
" ,_.1!- i-: :11 __IH,_TJ_];!''_;]l '/11]T'_IIiIIH'I'l'
....... . ;: 'i.: _i -
. .., I_ !iLONGITUDINAL _-_ .._ -_. i;:........ -:_.
% FROM FULL FWD " :. -: --T'_ ...... ::_ ';!
FWD 0 - _-._;.... J .... _- _' -
' " _ ---F--+--4----4---_ --_-_ 4 _t-- _-- t-
NU 100 ........ i-;- ...... (
• 'I't' ':
PITCH ANGULAR .... :i , : -- .........
. ,,i ,
ACCELERATION, 0:if! v ::. . _ ;_.I_.
• :. : ; •
ND -100 -L__ :.__ _
PITCH RATE, -,--_............. =--t- _;. _,lii.... _:,'
deglmc 0 - I_.-. _ _!__!.
c q-NO -25 _--- ........
t I t t I I I t _ _t---t ---t-- -t--
q :-'- i i ! -iii _.' "
/
PITCH ATTITUDE, 0 _ [ I_iHllI[_
.- I ,
ND -50 _ :__ii!2_i_21--!i-i_!i " ::!ilII;IIIIIHIIII._.IF
Figure 28.- Pitch axls control response, I0 knots, ASE on.
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OF POUr,: qUALITY ,_
AIRSPEED " 36 m/lec (70 knots) WEIGHT = 11,632 Ib
ASE - ON CG STATION ,, 170,1
ALTITUDE _ 610 m TEMPERATURE - 8°C
SH-2F SIMULATION SH-2F AIRCRAFT
_ i_i_,i _II i !i!i_
LONGITUDINAL ..... '_ill _i!iiiii:.l,.,v._ :,
CYCLIC POSITION, 50 .,_ E iil. :,; ..: . .:.;. :. !,..,m_
FROMFULLFWD "
FW'} 0 21-_ jl;: L:LU}i ,,. i_ :'i
: i T ---i.--;_r+-'--+---;'- -I I---F- '1---F---4--- --.-'t-
NU 100 _ _-=_ ....... :._=! ::i;I- i..: :_:_':': "
.... ; " " . ;. ,:" I'.:"
•" :' :;=_ -_ _+- ..:a..
" :: i+:..iil
PITCH ANGULAR --. -_. -:7-_-----[--_ _:-]_ ,._r_ '_, iii_iit_
: ACCELERATION, 0 W':- ; . .... _i _ _..,_ .,.deg/sec2 _ ._ I=_L_2_____... ._ _ .... !_,_._
- ,
...............
.... .:.: .;
ND-100 _iL.___: ..... _:"i, J
_ _ "_'_ ' _ ":'-,'ii_'I'
PITCH RATE, : :ii i ;:1: i -flY= _ .... .....• ,::.... ;;.,
" ', 'At _i "Hi
ND -25 :::ti::i_;i_li::, i _ _iii i_ .:,,
I I ' I I I I _} _, { l } 4-
NU 50 --_-_- ........ -- ',:;: :,:: ....
•-::, ..... ii : :_,i: . i.l::.
..... :_il_-.... '.... t!-_,,
_:::lili ir:!Li: :h-_ " :--":,_ i_PITCH ATTITUDE, 0 ;'_'" " " :: " "
d_ .: ii!i!i_ _,__ .." _ I_:a - i_
_ii s: '.iii:_. • ....
• ......_:_ _.": .:: :.:: _;A:.;I_I :: . ":_ .... _ '.... j,
I
I
Figure 29.- Pitch axis control response, 70 knots, ASE on. r
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ORIGINAL PAGE II
OF POOR QUALITY t
AIRSPEED- 5.1 m/Na (10knots) WEIGHT- 10,721Ib
ASE- OFF CGSTATION- 170.1
ALTITUDE- 244 m TEMPERATURE- BQC '
Figure 30.- Roll axis control response, 10 knots, ASE off.
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Figure 31.- Roll axis control response, 70 knots, ASE off.
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ORIGINAL PAGE |m
OF POOR QUALITY .t
AIRSPEED = 5.1 m/sec(10 knots) WEIGHT - 11,471 Ib
ASE - ON CG STATION = 170.4
ALTITUDE = 244 m TEMPERATURE = 7°C
'1
SH-2F SIMULATION SH-2F AIRCRAFT .I
R 100 _............: +_..:]!4..,.li!.i_:":'-1'!!!i'''_jiI
• :.!li _ ....... -!
.; .; : • : ;; : ' -;. -
LATERAL 'i: : _ : ++..+ ;!i :;iii:+il:
::.. ii:.!iiii:iii "i,.
CYC IC POSITION, 50_ _: ;_;i; :,i:::::i:.: ii+.Jl iili% FROM FULL LEFT ; :!-:.... '.::+::::,': : ':_,_-
:- " ....... ' .......... :!1 :if::.. +ii .... : :: :I::::
• ':: . .: .. : :;.:I:::
L 0 ::- : ..... ":::';+ .:"".-,5
_ _ , m M = _ _ 0 I : : :
R 100 : ;:: :i!-i :.::i!_::ii!i !;+::1
': .... :_:: :::1 :,:. _'.:; +,+.1
....................... n
: • :;.. : :;: ..: ::," ::!:
. :::.: ...... :: ::.: .... :;:: .... 4
ROLL ANGULAR : ::;:_'; '_' _:i iiii :u; ....'::..:.::: ..: .: : • :::: .::;
•...... . .: ,::; :::
ACCELERATION,j__,9 0 .:;_,i_i.:!i! :::::ilii]oeu/sec-- .... , ::: :-- :: - ; ..... i
:.:;L ._ _ . :" ": :. -
........... i
I; ..... ::..-.:: -. :::: iiii
L-IO0 ....... ++;+":': .......
i I i I I I I I I 1 : : : :
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Flgure 32.- Roll axis control response, I0 knots, ASE on.
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I
ORIGINAL PAGE ;Si t
OF POOR QUALITY ._
AIRSPEED - 36 m/sac (70 knot_) WEIGHT - 11,320 ib
ASE - ON CG STATION - 170.2
ALTITUDE - S10 m TEMPERATURE - 10°C
OK_i_i_.L ;_Lt_GEI9 t
OF pOOR QUALITY
AIRSPEED - 5.1 m/see(10 knots) WEIGHT - 10,021 Ib
ASE - OFF CG STATION ,, 167.3 .i
ALTITUDE - 61 m TEMPERATURE = 9°C
Figure 34,- Yaw axls control response, I0 knots, ASE off. ..
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Figure 35.- Yaw axis control response, 70 knots, ASE t_ff.
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Figure 36.- ¥a_ ax:Lw control response, 10 knot:s, ABE on. !.
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Figure 31. Yaw axis controlresponse,70 knots, ASE on.
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Figure 38.- Height axis control response, 10 knots, ASE off.
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Figure 39.- Height axis control response, 70 knots, ASE off.
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Figure40.- Height axis controlresponse,I0 knots,ASE on.
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Figure 41.- Helght axis control response, 70 knots, ASE on.
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Ftsure 42.- Pitch due to roll coupling, lO knots, ASE off.
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Figure 44.- Pitch due Lo roll coupling, l0 knots, ASE on.
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Figure 46.- Roll due to pitch coupling, 10 knots, ASE off.
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Figure 47.- Roll due to pitch coupling, 70 knots, ASE off. .,_
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Figure 48.- Roll due to pitch coupling, 10 knots, ASE on.
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Figure 51.- Effect of cycle time on visual system time delay.
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Figure 53.- "01_ISmotion system, roll acceleration frequency response.
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Figure 54.- VHS motion system, pitch acceleration frequency response.
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Figure 56.- VMS motion system, lateral acceleratlon frequency response.
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Figure 57.- VMS motion system, longitudinal acceleration frequency response.
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Figure 58.- VMS motion system, vertical acceleration frequency response.
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Figure 59.- Compensation for VMS vertical motion drive.
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